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Dating Tips for Men

How to Make a Great Impression on a Woman

Wondering how to improve your dating game? You need to act in ways that
make women feel safe and want to trust you. Most feminine women want
to be with masculine men. You need to let your healthy masculinity shine in
the beginning of a relationship. One of the identifying characteristics of a
masculine man is his ability to take leadership. Feminine women love this.
We want to feel your solidity and your strength- we want to be able to trust
you enough that we can open-up to you.

Here are some practical tips for having great dates:

1. Call the woman on the phone to ask her out on a date. Do not rely on
text messages to keep the relationship going.

2. Be directive about scheduling the date. For example “I have some time
on Thursday at 6pm, can I see you then?”

3. Choose the place or suggests options. For example “I know a great
place for brunch downtown.” Or “would your prefer dinner or drinks?”
“I’ll choose a place.”

4. Offer to travel to the woman. Do not suggest meeting in the middle. If it
has been more than 2 dates, or you have known each other for a
substantial period of time, offers to pick the woman up. Even if it is out
of the way.

5. Pay the bill- pick up the check as soon as it hits the table so that the
woman doesn’t have to wonder if you are going to pay or not.

6. Arrange another date right away. Ask the woman out again either at
the end of the date or within 1-2 days following. Don’t leave them
wondering when or if they are going to hear from you again. Don’t put
the ball in her court to reschedule.

7. Listen to a woman’s interests on the date and for the next date
suggests something that she would like to do.
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These suggestions may seem simple or old fashioned. They work. These
are the kinds of things that women look for when they are meeting a man
for the first time. Using these techniques will leave the woman feeling
special and valued. Even If the relationship doesn’t work out in the end, the
more women in the world who have positive experiences with you, the
better. So get out there and try. 

For more information go to: Kirstenkeach.com
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